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First “Sons of Dan“ track
“Pleasantly Disturbed” released
and available for immediate
download via the Mix Records
Rock Download store

Mix Records Recording Studio

Sons of Dan
Michael MacNeil - Keys
Simple Minds / Pretenders
Derek Forbes - Bass Guitar
Simple Minds / Propaganda
Brian McGee - Drums
Simple Minds

Carrie MacNeil
Pleasantly Disturbed Vocalist

Fans worldwide will be pleased to hear that, in response to popular request for a
studio album, the rock band “Sons of Dan” has today released their first taster track
“Pleasantly Disturbed” for immediate download via www.mixrecords.com. For those
that don’t already know, “Sons…” is Mick MacNeil’s (exSimple Minds/Pretenders)
latest venture, working with former Minds members Derek Forbes and Brian McGee.
This is the first of several tracks to be released. The tracks will all be loosely based
on what many feel was the most productive time of Simple Minds writing, when
“Sons and Fascination”, produced by Steve Hillage, hit the CD shelves worldwide in
the summer of 86. The original “Sons and Fascination” album was inspired by
bands such as “La Düsseldorf”, “Can”, “Neu”, and of course “Kraftwerk” among many
other's. It was this unique blend of styles that resulted in the huge success of the
album, a style trend which “Sons of Dan” hopes to continue.
Many have asked why the band is
set on writing music of the past. The
response has been that this is what fans
worldwide want. However, we are told that
new more contemporary material may follow.
It is clear that this is a band with its heart set
on delivering to peoples desires in contrast
to the popular music vibe of today where
little regard is given to the music itself and more to the way it is marketed on mass at
every bus stop and street corner by the major music companies. The band
encourages feedback so don’t hesitate to give your views either via the Mix Records
online forum or via email through the Mix Records website.

